Tool Story Part 2

Opening block fades in little

Fade into dog climbing statuette. Title fades out.

Cut to dog walking down hall

Cut to inside of dog's belly. Dark's all that can be seen is the eyes. Dialogue ensues.
Close up of each character as they speak their line, rapid cuts between them.

Cut to light switch, lights turn on.

Cut to profile view.

Cut to Earl as he speaks.
Cut to dog, who walks up, spins, and makes a confused look.

Cut back to inside as the tools struggle.

Cut back to dog, who meows and rolls over.

Cut to inside profile tumbling tools.
Camera cuts to profile view, holds, then as action freezes, camera begins to rotate around.

Camera holds for moment as tools look up, then begins to rotate upwards.

Close up on robot face looking down.

Fade to black.